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When Pastoe started to produce furniture in 1913, a whole 
tree entered the factory on one side, and finished products, 
mostly chairs, left on the other side. A furniture factory was as 
revolutionary as a computer chips manufacturer is today. Chairs, 
for example, were for centuries made in small local workshops. 
A customer ordered his chairs with the local craftsman and 
they were made one by one. The chairs Pastoe produced looked 
the same but were now mass-produced with steam-powered 
machines. If that was not complicated enough, at the same time a 
new infrastructure had to be set up to sell a high volume of chairs. 
A network of countrywide dealers, smart advertising, and a new 
delivery system had to be implemented. This was all totally new 
and challenging for the young entrepreneur that started Pastoe.

Over the years Pastoe has gone through many changes, responding 
to new marketing demands and technological innovations. 
We have to reinvent ourselves every 20 years to survive the 
shifts and challenges of the market. Not in the last place the 
global marketplace we are currently operating in. That requires a 
dynamic and adaptive attitude of the people that make Pastoe.

So we again went to such a restructuring of the company 
recently due to the shift in customer behavior, new technological 
developments, and new product requirements. In short: online 
retailing is changing the interior industry in all its characteristics. 
Customers want us to produce environmentally friendly and new 
production techniques and materials allow us to produce better 
quality products at lower costs. We owe it to the former Pastoe 
generations to come up with the proper response for this time. 
So many changes have been introduced by Pastoe over the last 
four years.

We have for instance a new factory with a new production process 
with improved quality control. We have introduced new products 
responding to the demands of this time and improved our products 
in close cooperation with our suppliers. We stepped up our online 
presence with a new website and online sales channels to reach 
our customers worldwide. We have a new and dynamic team 
running the company and a new infrastructure to respond to the 
demands of the new, worldwide distribution system.

What has stayed is our awareness of our proud past. 
Our responsibility to stay as close as possible to the core of the 
Pastoe values. Always at the forefront of modern design, always 
innovative, looking for simple forms and modest colors that last a 
long time. If we talk about sustainable products, we define that as 
products that last long. Carefully composed and produced. Well 
taken care of overtime.
  
One thing has however changed; a breach with the origin of the 
Pastoe brand. We reinvented our relationship with the customer. 
Not longer the unknown recipient of our products, now co-
producers. 90% of our cabinets are unique compositions. They 
have been composed by our customers, assisted by our online 
configurator. Colors, functions, sizes are different for each 
cabinet. We offer a toolbox of components; it is up to you to bring 
it together, to create your own cabinet. Buying the product is not 
a split of the moment decision, it is a careful process with various 
stages and it sometimes takes months to come up with the right 
solution. Take your time. We are here to assist you in that decision 
process. In the end, it is your cabinet, proudly made by us.

WE ARE 
PASTOE
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COLORS 
FABRICS & 

ACCESSORIES
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BASE COLORS basic / structure

300 snow white
400 snow white structure

313 basalt 
413 basalt structure

301 black
401 black structure

315 salt (ral 9010)
415 salt structure (ral 9010)

341 ash
441 ash structure

COLORS 

The Pastoe colors make your cabinet special and 
personal. We have composed a contemporary color 
collection to help you choosing the right colors. 
We recommend starting with one of the BASE COLORS 
for the body of your cabinet and completing your 
composition with ACCENT COLORS and SPECIAL 
COLORS.

 - All colors (except veneer) are available in 3 finishes; 
basic (satin gloss), structure (matte) and gloss 
(high gloss). The structure finish is recommended 
for surfaces with intensive use and for top layers. 
The structure paint is less sensitive to scratches. 

 - Basic and structure colors have the same price. High-
gloss colors, metallics and veneers have an additional 
cost. See the price list.

 - This color overview is indicative and may differ from 
the colors in reality. Consult the color chart and 
samples at the dealer and Pastoe for the actual colors.

 - Over time, colors and veneers will change in tone  
and intensity, so take color shifts into account  
when reordering colors.

 - When applying veneer, the inside of the body needs to 
be chosen in basic or structure laquer.

 - You can also order a color outside the Pastoe 
collection (consult a RAL or Sikkens range) at an 
additional cost of € 150,- per color.

 - Make sure you use the latest version of our color 
collection. You can always find the latest version at 
www.pastoe.com/colors

FABRICS

We have compiled a selection of fabrics for our seats. 
More fabrics are available based on the Kvadrat 
collection. Contact info@pastoe.com for more 
information.
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ACCENT COLORS

SPECIAL COLORS

basic / structure / gloss

metallic / veneer

308 off grey
408 off grey structure
508 off grey gloss

315 salt (ral 9010)   
415 salt structure 
515 salt gloss

614 blossom
714 blossom structure
814 blossom gloss

621 vanilla
721 vanilla structure
821 vanilla gloss

643 mint
743 mint structure
843 mint gloss

671 air
771 air structure
871 air gloss

311 light grey
411 light grey structure 
511 light grey gloss

341 ash
441 ash structure
541 ash gloss

607 tomato red
707 tomato red structure
807 tomato red gloss

622 camel
722 camel structure
822 camel gloss

647 pale green
747 pale green structure
847 pale green

672 mist
772 mist structure
872 mist gloss

314 slate
414 slate structure
514 slate gloss

342 flint
442 flint structure
542 flint gloss

615 ruby
715 ruby structure
815 ruby gloss

611 ginger
711 ginger structure
811 ginger gloss

646 pine
746 pine structure
846 pine gloss

676 azure
776 azure structure
876 azure gloss

313 basalt
413 basalt structure
513 basalt gloss

301 black
401 black structure
501 black gloss

340 black taupe
440 black taupe structure
540 black taupe gloss

300 snow white
400 snow white structure
500 snow white gloss

620 plum
720 plum structure
820 plum gloss

613 berry
713 berry structure
813 berry gloss

612 sienna
712 sienna structure
812 sienna gloss

610 sun
710 sun structure
810 sun gloss

641 olive
741 olive structure
841 olive gloss

642 apple
742 apple structure
842 apple gloss

674 storm
774 storm structure
874 storm gloss

670 ocean
770 ocean structure
870 ocean gloss

470 natural oak soft* 471 bleached oak soft 472 brown oak soft 473 black oak soft 475 natural walnut soft* 474 natural cherry soft

326 silver 325 platinum 327 graphite
* Plato (oak / walnut finish standard with oil)
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CHAIR FABRIC

CHAIR COLORS

camira advantage
black

textaafoam comfort
sneak

Kvadrat 
steelcut trio 3
946 olive

Kvadrat 
steelcut trio 3
576 sienna

Kvadrat 
steelcut trio 3
796 storm

leather 
cognac

Kvadrat 
steelcut trio 3
453 ginger

Kvadrat 
steelcut trio 3
213 ash

camira advantage
mineral

pastoe selection

pastoe selection

other fabric

other fabric

WIRE 
COLLECTION

FM06 CHAIR / WIRE TABLE 

FM03 CHAIR PASTOE SELECTION

WIRE CHAIR
STOOL

FM60 CHAIR

original

frame color

original

armrest / table top

in stock

frame color

original in stock

101 night black

solid oak

solid walnut

100 paper white 

101 night black

100 paper white

note

fixed combination of colors and wood for FM06 armrest and Wire table top 
(night black with walnut and paper white with oak) 
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system

cable feedthrough top or base round cable feedthrough Ø 6 cm

with aluminium cover 75,-
with black aluminium cover 75,-

note
can be added on location

ACCESSORIES

cable feedthrough top or base round cable feedthrough Ø 1,5 cm

without cover 50,-

note
available on request

cable feedthrough interior separation round cable feedthrough Ø 6 cm

without cover 50,-

cable feedthrough interior backpanel round cable feedthrough Ø 6 cm

without cover 50,-

cable feedthrough interior backpanel cutout (max) maximal cutout 5 cm from all sides

without cover 75,-

air circulation base slits in bottom left to right

3 slits 75,-

note

only hanging cabinets or cabinets on frame

air circulation backpanel media backpanel Ø 1,5 cm and Ø 6 cm

without cover 75,-

note

only freestanding cabinets (frame or plinth)

5cm5cm5cm5cm

5cm
5cm

5cm
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ACCESSORIES

drawer accessoires sliding track

thin aluminium strips 35,-

drawer accessoires compartment comp 1 comp 2 comp 3 comp 4

65,- 75,- 85,- 95,-

compartment 1

fits in compartment 2,3,4
height 4,4 cm
width 25 cm
depth 9,8 cm

compartment 2

height 5,3 cm
width 26,2 cm (fits 36d drawer)
depth 36,2 cm (fits 45d drawer)

compartment 3

height 5,3 cm
width 26,2 cm (fits 36d drawer)
depth 41,2 cm 

compartment 4

height 5,3 cm
width 26,2 cm (fits 36d drawer)
depth 46,2 cm (fits 54d drawer)

wall shelf width 50-100 100-50 150-200 200-279

basic 235,- 290,- 340,- 395,-
gloss 355,- 435,- 510,- 595,-
veneer 305,- 375,- 440,- 515,-

size
thickness 3,8 cm
width 50 - 279 cm
depth 27 cm

IR remote control infra red extender

color black 50,-

note

not installed
operating range +/- 5 m
control up to 3 AV devices
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CONTACT & INFORMATION

information general 
info@pastoe.com

sales related questions 
sales@pastoe.com

orders 
order@pastoe.com

service & maintenance 
service@pastoe.com

 sales benelux leanna van es 
 sales europe geoffrey cornelissen 
 sales world rudy stroink
 sales southern europe/ brazil vivianne medeiros
 sales online paul remarque

find all information, manuals & the latest collection 
www.pastoe.com

compose your own pastoe system cabinet online (desktop/laptop) 
www.studiopastoe.com

buy our original collection online 
www.pastoe-originals.com

buy showroom models & stock surplus from our orphanage (weeshuis) 
www.pastoesales.com

buy spare parts for your old pastoe 
www.pastoesales.com

Production time is 6 to 12 weeks, depending on product, sizes and 
combination of materials. At the placement of an order we will give a ex 

works date as an indication.

This catalog is carefully made by us. Printing errors can however happen, 
only an official quote from Pastoe in response to your placement of 
an order, has the proper pricing. Please use the configurator for the 

composition of Vision, Landscape,Track and L-serie cabinets to be found 
at www.studiopastoe.com

This pricelist is valid until 1st september 2021

pastoe 
sleepboot 4 

3991cn, houten 
the netherlands

+31 (0) 30 258 55 55154
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